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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

the others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You plan to deploy a Microsoft Azure SQL data warehouse and a web application. 

The data warehouse will ingest 5 TB of data from an on-premises Microsoft SQL Server database daily. The web
application will query the data warehouse. 

You need to design a solution to ingest data into the data warehouse. 

Solution: You use the bcp utility to export CSV files from SQL Server and then to import the files to Azure SQL Data
Warehouse. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

If you need the best performance, then use PolyBase to import data into Azure SQL warehouse. References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data-warehouse-migrate-data 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing a data-driven data flow in Microsoft Azure Data Factory to copy data from Azure Blob storage to
Azure SQL Database. 

You need to create the copy activity. 

How should you complete the JSON code? To answer, drag the appropriate code elements to the correct targets. Each
element may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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In the typeProperties section, BlobSource is specified as the source type and SqlSink is specified as the sink type. Box
1: BlobSource 

Box 2: SqlSink 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/concepts-pipelines-activities 
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QUESTION 3

Your company deploys thousands of sensors. 

You plan to join the data from the sensors by using Azure Data Factory. The reference data file refreshes every 30
minutes. 

You need to include the path to the reference data in Data Factory. 

Which path should you include? 

A. products/{date}/{time}/product_list.json 

B. products/{sensor_name}/product_list.json 

C. products/{batch}/product_list.json 

D. products/{time}/product_list.json 

Correct Answer: A 

Stream Analytics supports taking reference data stored in Azure blob storage as one of the "inputs" for the job. To
enable support for refreshing reference data the user needs to specify a list of blobs in the input configuration using the
{date} and {time} tokens inside the path pattern. The job will load the corresponding blob based on the date and time
encoded in the blob names using UTC time zone. 

For example if the job has a reference input configured in the portal with the path pattern such as:
/referencedata/{date}/{time}/customertable.csv where the date format is "YYYY/MM/DD" and the time format is "HH/mm"
then the job will pick up a file named / referencedata/2015/07/26/08/30/customertable.csv at 8:30 AM on July 26th 2015
UTC time zone. 

References: https://azure.microsoft.com/es-es/blog/refreshing-reference-data-with-azure-data-factory-for-azure-stream-
analytics-jobs-3/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A company named Fabrikam, Inc. has a web app. Millions of users visit the app daily. 

Fabrikam performs a daily analysis of the previous day\\'s logs by scheduling the following Hive query. 

You need to recommend a solution to gather the log collections from the web app. What should you recommend? 

A. Generate a single directory that has a single file for each day. 

B. Generate a single directory that contains multiple files for each day. Name the file by using the syntax of
{date}_{randomsuffix}.txt. 
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C. Generate a directory each day that has a single file. 

D. Generate a directory that is named by using the syntax of "LogDate={date}" and generate a set of files for that day. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

the others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You plan to implement a new data warehouse. 

You have the following information regarding the data warehouse: 

The first data files for the data warehouse will be available in a few days. 

Most queries that will be executed against the data warehouse are ad-hoc. 

The schemas of data files that will be loaded to the data warehouse change often. 

One month after the planned implementation, the data warehouse will contain 15 TB of data. 

You need to recommend a database solution to support the planned implementation. Solution: You recommend a
Microsoft SQL server on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine. Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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